LSU AgCenter Global Network
A. VISION
Louisiana State University will become the premier US University in Central and Eastern Europe and
Central America and the Caribbean Basin for agriculture and related sciences.
B. MISSION
We will develop enhanced international opportunities for faculty, students, and staff; leverage
partnerships for improved value return to LSU and Louisiana; cultivate opportunities for international
research and technology development; and recruit for international students and scholars at all levels.
C. OVERALL STRATEGY
In concert with LSU Strategic Plan 2025, we will enhance preparation of students as future agricultural
leaders, elevate research and technology activities, support Louisiana economic development, and fuel
professional improvement of faculty, staff, and students.
LSU AgCenter and LSU enjoy national recognition for research and cooperative extension programs,
academic innovations, technology transfer portfolios, entrepreneurship emphases, and economic
development initiatives. Collectively these address stakeholder and student needs, generate and deliver
research-based information, promote economic growth, and train a workforce that is broadly educated,
adaptable, and globally engaged.
In recent years, we have leveraged our strengths to craft a network of international partnerships that
we believe will establish Louisiana State University as the premier US University in Central and Eastern
Europe and Central America and the Caribbean Basin. Successes achieved thus far arise from our unique
approach to capacity building in our target regions. A brief description of this approach follows.
Like many universities, we train international undergraduate and graduate students to lead 21st century
initiatives in agriculture, food, natural and renewable resources, and the environment. But we take
these foundational programs an important step further --- we focus on capacity building for University
leadership. We work alongside current and emerging University leaders to provide mentorship and
training in areas that will be key for relevance and engagement in their respective regions of the world.
Problem-solving research, knowledge transfer to stakeholders, entrepreneurship, economic
development, alumni relations, fund raising, and leadership development are among the areas that have
generated the greatest impact thus far.
We will continue to develop existing and explore new program areas and partnerships that are
consistent with our Vision and Mission. Our long term goals are to internationalize LSU AgCenter and
LSU College of Agriculture through strategic reciprocal partnerships and to establish our identity as the
premier US University in Central and Eastern Europe and Central America and the Caribbean Basin for
agriculture and related sciences.
D. REBRANDING
LSU Agricultural Center Office of International Programs will rebrand as LSU AgCenter Global Network.
This new brand is designed to showcase the international components of our four-fold mission
(teaching, research, extension, and economic development) within a growing network of strategic
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University and private sector partners. Further it highlights our desire to serve LSU faculty, staff, and
students who have interest to work and study internationally. Working closely with LSU AgCenter
Communications, we will craft a media presence that conveys these values clearly.
E. GEOGRAPHICAL FOCUS
LSU AgCenter has enjoyed much historical success with capacity-building projects throughout the world.
However changing federal funding strategies coupled with increased need for value return to Louisiana
demonstrate the need for sustained program development in selected, strategic global regions. We
believe that regionally-focused programming that plays to our strengths and leverages our privatesector and diplomatic relationships will enable development of comprehensive, rewarding partnerships
with key Universities and companies.
Programmatic activities will focus on growing the strongest possible partnerships in our two target
regions --- i) Central and Eastern Europe and ii) Central America and the Caribbean Basin. Partnership
efforts will bring opportunities to LSU faculty, staff, and students; develop fruitful research and
technology development initiatives; and engage industry and Embassy partners to promote value return
to the State of Louisiana.
1. Central and Eastern Europe
We will elevate strategic University partnerships in four main counties (Mendel University, CZ;
Slovak University of Agriculture, SK; Warsaw University of Life Sciences, PL; and University of
Debrecen, HU), known collectively as Visegrad Countries. Further we accepted invitation to join
Visegrad Universities Association (VUA) and recently won their signature award for Outstanding
University Contribution. We will leverage our VUA membership and recent success to explore
further opportunities with these and selected other of the 56 universities from 23 countries
currently in VUA.
Efforts will be multi-faceted and include joint research and technology projects, administrative
mentoring and capacity building, student and faculty exchanges, and appropriate private sector
partnerships that we will leverage to develop opportunities for international internships and
development of a globally-engaged workforce. Long term objectives also include dual degree
programs with selected partner Universities based on mutual academic interests.
Programs in Central and Eastern Europe will include opportunities for:
Students: Study and Semester Abroad, international Internships, international student joint
projects, international research and technology development, and new outlets and audiences
for research publication
Faculty: Short term teaching and novel research opportunities, joint publication and funding
venues, international private sector partnerships, new outlets and audiences for research
publication, and expanded prospects for problem-solving research and technology development
on an international scale.
Staff: Opportunities for international experiences based on defined program needs
Other LSU Colleges: Various University structures provide opportunities for strategic
engagement outside the arena of agriculture. To date we have facilitated growing relationships
between our partner Universities and LSU Colleges of Art and Design, Engineering, and Business.
We will continue to forge these relationships as opportunities arise.
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Louisiana Private Sector: When appropriate, we will facilitate communications regarding
international business opportunities for Louisiana companies. Further will forge research
partnerships that will target technology-based solutions to fuel economic development that
delivers value to both Louisiana and our partner country.
Non-Academic Programs: Expertise within LSU AgCenter includes programs such as:
intellectual property and technology transfer; knowledge transfer to stakeholders at all levels;
alumni relations; economic development and entrepreneurship; leadership development; and
many others. Timely engagement of these programs will support strongly our mission for
administrative capacity building with our strategic University partners.
One key example was our 2017 Rector’s Symposium, wherein we hosted more than 30
University leaders for discussions on technology transfer and GMO’s. A second Symposium is
planned for 2018. Another example is the LSU AgCenter Food Business Incubator, which has
served as a model program for Slovak University of Agriculture and University of Debrecen.
Further we have discussed possibilities of creating new food companies that would produce
international food products as tenants in the Food Incubator.
2. Central America and the Caribbean Basin
We will strengthen the presence of LSU AgCenter and LSU College of Agriculture in key countries
including Dominican Republic, Honduras, Nicaragua, and El Salvador. Multi-faceted efforts will
leverage existing contacts and alumni in this region to expand many efforts, including recruitment
of undergraduate and graduate students, Study Abroad programs, internship and practical training
opportunities for LSU students, long-term research initiatives, and fund raising. Current active
partners in the region include Zamorano University and National University of Agriculture (HN),
Earth University (CR), MESCYT (Dominican Republic), and Go Abroad Nicaragua (NI).
Programs in Central America and the Caribbean Basin will include opportunities for:
Students: Study and Semester Abroad, international Internships, and international student joint
projects.
Visiting Scholars and Graduate Student Recruitment: Continuing support for existing programs
at Zamorano University and National University of Agriculture and expansion of program at
Earth University.
Undergraduate Student Recruitment: We will establish a pilot program to recruit high school
students at selected private schools for enrollment as undergraduate students at LSU.
Faculty: Short term teaching opportunities, leading student programs and projects, research
project development, agricultural capacity building and training, and mentoring graduate
students from the region.
Non-Academic Programs: Expertise within LSU AgCenter includes programs such as:
knowledge transfer to stakeholders at all levels; alumni relations; economic development and
entrepreneurship; leadership development; fund raising; and many others. Timely engagement
of these programs will support strongly our programs with our strategic University partners.
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